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Arcteryx beta lt vs ar

Tiffany Hansen In previous posts I reviewed both arc'teryx Beta LT and Arc'teryx Beta AR. There is a significant difference between these shell jackets as they are intended for different uses. I thought I'd spend a moment comparing and contrasting the two. The differences I'm highlighting are gender neutral, so this applies to both arc'teryx beta LT &amp; beta AR male and female.
It's worth noting here, while the Arc'teryx Beta LT is not a gender-specific standardization, the Arc'etryx Beta AR is. Again, to really simplify the arc'teryx product line helps to understand arc'teryx abbreviations and technical shell designations. Arc'teryx also breaks down technical shells and clothing to fit categories. This designation system helps to easily track the force created by
gravity acting in a mass. class=glossaryLink target=_blank&gt;weight and purpose if you are looking for a technical shell so you can pair it with the intended use. More information can be found at both below. TECH SHELL DEBUTERS: SV - Severe Air - All'Round LT - Light SL - Super Light (pac-light) SK - Ski MX - Mixed In previous reviews I spent time reviewing the highlights of
each jacket. I will simply highlight the differences between the two jackets in this review. Arc'teryx Beta AR/Beta LT AR Comparison Table | AROUND All mountain clothing: moderate length; hand pockets; interior pockets; moderate joint; space for layers; helmet-compatible hoods; fall bay. Built with highly durable high-performance materials, but designed with a simplified
minimalist set of features to offer a lot of light weight. Provides high performance &amp; weather protection and highlights a range of features to give All Around versatility across multiple activities. Shell Material: N40p-X GORE-TEX® Pro 3L N70p GORE-TEX® Pro Fit: Trim Fit Athletic Fit Hip Length: Yes Yes Activity: Light / All Skiing, Snowboarding, Backcountry Skiing, Walking
Weight: 11 ounces 15 oz Pit Zips: No Yes Fully compatible helmet: Slightly Yes Hood Type: Stormhood™ DropHood™ Inner Pocket: Inner chest pocket with zip Inner chest pocket with ax laminated zip openings: Axarás gusseted No A Gusseted Patterning: Patterning Gender Specifies Pattern Adjustment: Athletic Finish Adjustment Suitable for a Thinner and Flattering Profile
Retail Price: $450 USD $550 USD Details Here are some photo comparisons between The Lt Beta and the Beta AR. Beta AR (top) Beta LT (bottom): Front zipper difference, both are WaterTight™ Vislon. The Beta has a bigger zipper. Beta AR (right) Beta LT (left): Beta has N70p GORE-TEX® Pro, THE LT has N40p-X GORE-TEX® Pro. Beta AR (left) Beta LT (right): The Beta
Laminated zippers allow for faster ventilation. Lt doesn't have well zippers. Beta AR (right) Beta LT (left): (left): AR features the DropHood™, helmet-compatible. The LT FEATURES A stormhood-compatible helmet™ Beta AR (left) Beta LT (right): Velcro adjusters® handle cut by die on both, the Beta has larger handles. Beta AR (left) Beta LT (right): Different hood adjustment
systems in each. Beta has a separate collar for draft protection. I hope this will help clarify the differences between Beta AR and Beta SL. For the record, I'm the owner of the 'Mai Tai' color in Beta LT, and 'Tiger Lily' on Beta AR. Both are of medium size female. You can find more information on the Arc'teryx website. www.arcteryx.com Sharing this waterproof waterproof
waterproof (1.6 mm) lightweight and breathable micro seam support reduces the mass and weight Laminated high strength hanger lace Stitched seams for additional weatherproof N40d More Robust 3L GORE-TEX PRO on the main body keeps jacket light and flexible Design &amp; Fit Fit Regular Ensures Optimal Ventilation with Comfort and Mobility Longer Length for Additional
Coverage Anatomical Modeling for Fit and Comfort Without Lifting DroppedHood-compatible hood configuration armpits™ Laminated Brim Cohaesive™ hood adjustments for ease of use with updated hood gloves or gloves and collar for better fit Chin Guard collar configuration with brushed microsuede geared towards comfort Stand up collar Zippers &amp; Fly Configuration
WaterTight™ External Zippers Pit Zippers for Easy Ventilation Pull Zipper with Wire Reduces Noise and Are Easy to Pick Up WaterTight™ Vislon Front Zip RS™ (Rain Shield) Cuff &amp; Sleeves Sliders Pocket Configuration Lbych Cut Woods® Adjust the Dough, and Will Not Pick Up or Tear The Adjustable Hem Cordcord Drop Back Hem Lamminated Pocket Configuration
Pocket With Zip Laminated Two High Volume Hand Pockets Note: Our ™ Zippers Are Highly Water Resistant But Not Waterproof. We do not recommend keeping items in your pockets that can be damaged by moisture Reinforcements Hardwearing N80d Most Rugged 3L GORE-TEX PRO reinforces areas of high wear Snowsport Features RECCO® reflector on collar
Sustainability Contains materials that meet the bluesign® criteria Dope dyed Kingfisher color Fabric treatment DWR (Durable Water Repellent) repels moisture Author Wątek: ARCTERYX BETA LT vs ARCTERYX ALPHA FL (Przeczytany 9446 razy) 0 użytkowników i 1 Gość przegląda ten wątek. Let me give you a short answer first. Arc'teryx Beta line products (SL Hybrid, LT, AR
and SV) are focused on versatility and full use. You can see this on the Arc'teryx naming scheme page here as well - both for LT and AR as well as Beta. So you can think of:AR (All Round) as the best and therefore the center of these 4 jackets, and the LT (Lightweight) as the lightest model of AR {345 grams (12.2 oz) vs. 455 grams grams oz)} - with %10-15 breathability, %10-15
climatic resistance and %25 durability sacrifices when compared to AR. So, what's the thing here? If you are an ultralight traveler/backpacker, then the lighter weight and more packed structure of the Beta LT may probably be a more suitable option for you. For everyone else (probably 90% of you?), Beta AR is probably the way to go. You can see the side-by-side comparison on
the Arc'teryx website here. Now the longest answer: the biggest difference between these jackets is in their different Gore-Tex fabrics. N40p-X (Beta LT) vs N40r-X &amp; N80p-X (Beta AR)Let me clean this up first: N40r-X &amp; N80p-X of Beta AR are not used simultaneously across the face of jackets. Instead, the N80p-X is used in high wear areas that are best reinforced:
shoulders, back, forearms and hood top. To prevent the weight and price of the jacket from passing through the roof (N80p-X is very heavy, robust and expensive), the N40r-X is used in other areas where less durability is more acceptable. That's also why Beta AR is the most balanced of all Beta jackets because the Beta LT is 40D and the Beta SV is 80D everywhere (they are
not balanced, but rather intended for more niche uses). Beta LT is equipped with N40p-X everywhere. So what exactly do numbers 40 and 80 mean? If you are not aware, the number after the first letter represents the denier (weight) of the fabric. It is generally referred to as 40D and 80D (denier), etc. As the denier increases (which is 40 vs 80 in this case) durability and weather
resistance will increase, but the jacket will also end up being heavier, stiffer (and therefore less packed) with a less pleasant touch. Now you can see the main difference between Beta LT and AR - but let's keep going, more to come. The letter (p or r) after this number represents the weaving of fabric. R means ripstop, which, unlike simple weaving (P), is woven with a grid texture.
Ripstop weave. That's the only difference between them. And as a result: Ripstop weaving (Beta AR) is expected to prevent potential tears from spreading considerably less than the simple weft blocking its paths with elevated tissues. Whereas simple weaving (Beta LT) is expected to be better than water droplets than ripstop, because unlike ripstop, the path of droplets will not be
crossed by elevated tissues. This result makes sense when you think about it in theory, but it is minimal (or almost non-existent) in the practical use of gears. Because:Gore-Tex 3L Pro is already of high quality by itself, so ripstop doesn't really add much to the durability of Beta AR in practice. Both jackets are already coated with DWR, so the simple weaving of Beta LT doesn't
really cause a remarkable in the water. So how can you guess now; large, large majority of extra climatic resistance %10-15 &amp; %25 Beta Beta durability Beta LT's packed &amp; lighter structure results from the difference of deniers (40D vs 80D) - NOT the weaving difference (ripstop vs plain). But what about the breath difference of %10-15? BreathabilityEso will be shorter.LT
is much lower than THE AR because it does not offer mechanical ventilation: LT does not come with well zips while the AR does. If you haven't used them before, you'll quickly realize that well zippers are a godsend especially during high production activities, since they prevent you from overheating very well. Also consider: Bagginess... especially if you are planning under layer
these shells with quite thick and/or multiple clothes. Beta AR is slightly more baggier than the LT, so it will allow for a wider variety of layering options that in the end makes it more versatile. ConclusionIF you are having difficulty deciding, so checking out this my post covering all beta bows and Zeta Jackets can be helpful to you. If you think none of these jackets would be able to
provide your desired weather resistance and durability, then I recommend you check out my Beta AR vs SV comparison. Now, if it's you: I don't really need any specific features. I want to stay active during the very cold winters of my city: lots of bike fat, outdoor climbing, hiking, skiing, snowboarding etc. I'm looking for a shell jacket that I can easily wear during all this. I would
recommend the BETA AR. If, on the other hand, you want something much lighter and more packed than THE AR, and you can sacrifice some breathability (LT doesn't come with pit zips unlike THE AR), durability and weather resistance in return, then the Beta LT would probably be your best bet.
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